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PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The Master of Science in biology is a versatile graduate program designed to produce outstanding graduates. Versatility in the program will allow students to achieve individual goals while serving a diversity of student interests. Students have the opportunity to pursue graduate programs in broad areas such as genetics and cell biology, organismal biology, aquatic and terrestrial ecology, and natural resources. As a focus for these MS programs, we offer internship, project, and thesis pathways. Students may choose an emphasis (but not required) in either aquatic sciences or natural resources. The Master of Science in biology degree program is designed to meet the needs of baccalaureate-trained professionals who will be more competitive with a master’s degree as they seek job placement or advancement, secondary teachers who prefer a science master’s, and baccalaureate graduates who wish to earn a master’s degree before continuing their graduate education at the doctoral level.

The Master of Science in biology helps candidates extend their knowledge in their discipline, extend their professional skills, gain experience in the application of their knowledge and skills, and develop their abilities as leaders and team members. Graduates will be professionals who have progressed from learning about science to doing science, and graduates will be able to use their knowledge and abilities to solve problems and answer questions in the complex and interactive context of local, regional, and global issues and concerns. The optional emphasis in natural resources is offered to meet the more specific needs of natural resources management professionals, while the aquatic sciences emphasis highlights the importance of aquatic ecosystems of the region. Both aquatic sciences and natural resources emphases offer students opportunities to work, and be advised by, with faculty from the Annis Water Resources Institute in Muskegon as well as with Biology Department faculty at the Allendale Campus.

Student goals:

Goal 1: The Master of Science in Biology helps students extend their knowledge, skills, and experience and helps students develop their leadership, teamwork, and communication abilities.

Goal 2: Graduates will be professionals who have progressed from learning about science to doing science.

Goal 3: Graduates will be able to use their knowledge and abilities to answer questions and solve problems in the complex and interactive context of local, regional, and global issues and concerns.
FAQ's:

1. **How do I select a graduate committee?**

Your graduate committee serves as a resource for your program of study and provide input and advice as you develop your thesis, project, or internship, as well as evaluate your readiness to engage in your proposed activities via the qualifying exam, and evaluate your final written document when you defend your degree. Talk to your major advisor, as well as your fellow graduate students to determine the best committee composition. A committee ideally sets high, but realistic, expectations for you.

Three graduate committee members are required, one of whom is your major advisor, but you may have more if it is in the best interest of your program of study. All committee members must have graduate faculty standing. Committee members from outside the University are supported, but they must apply for adjunct graduate faculty standing. The required form, Adjunct Faculty Engaged in Graduate Education Application, is located here (https://www.gvsu.edu/gs/forms-library-31.htm).

2. **Where do I find information about the Bio MS degree final project report (either thesis, project or internship report)?**

The GVSU Graduate School provides excellent resources for the development of your written thesis, project or internship. FOLLOW THESE GUIDELINES CAREFULLY as failure to adhere can extend the time required to graduate. Guidelines and other writing resources can be found here (https://www.gvsu.edu/gs/thesis-and-dissertation-information-35.htm), and include examples of high-quality theses (https://www.gvsu.edu/gs/graduate-writing-resources-96.htm).

3. **Should I publish my research?** Yes.

4. **What are the expectations for publication and scholarship?**

The Biology Graduate Program has the following intellectual property expectations and guidelines:

“We strongly encourage graduate students to submit for publication their research projects, internships, and theses as the primary author, and with appropriate secondary authorship including, but not limited to, the student’s major advisor. If, after one-year post graduation or after one year of no active progress toward graduation a manuscript has not been submitted, the major advisor may submit the results for publication using an alternate first author, and with appropriate recognition of the student’s contribution(s). The student shall solicit approval of the advisor(s) and other co-authors prior to presenting or disseminating the results of the research or project. The intellectual property that consists of the student’s project, internship,
or thesis shall be shared jointly between the student and the major advisor. Prior to graduation, and/or upon request, the graduate student must provide a digital copy of all data collected and/or related voucher samples to the major advisor. GVSU Authorship Guidelines can be found at the following website (https://www.gvsu.edu/rcr/publication-practices-16.htm).”

5. Can I change major advisors?

In short, yes; but we encourage you to explore all avenues prior to making this decision as it can represent a significant set-back in terms of time taken to graduate. The Biology Graduate Program Committee and Director are always willing to mediate potential disputes. Our three tips for minimizing potential conflicts include the following:

- Maintain frequent and honest lines of communication with your major advisor and committee.
- Establish clear expectations for both your course work, and your thesis, project or internship research. If it is helpful, put these expectations in writing.
- Establish attainable benchmarks and deadlines and STICK TO THEM!

6. Should I join the Biology Graduate Club?

In short, yes! The Biology Graduate Club provides a really important pathway to obtain funding to both attend and/or present the results of your research at regional, national and international conferences. If you are NOT a member of the club, you do not have access to this support. The club does require a minimal annual membership fee, and also coordinates numerous social activities throughout the year. To sign up, follow this link (https://gvsu.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/biology-graduate-club).

7. What are the deadlines for completing my qualifying exam, defending my thesis, and applying for graduation?

Firstly, work with your major advisor to plan ahead and make sure you are giving committee members adequate time to review and comment on project proposals, schedule your committee meetings and qualifying exam, and schedule your culminating public oral presentation and defense. The Graduate School maintains an up-to-date calendar (found here) that highlights University-mandated deadlines in order to graduate within a specific semester.

8. Can I get financial support to attend meetings, network with professionals, and disseminate my research?

Yes. There is significant support at the University- and program-level to aid in these endeavors. Note FAQ number 6 above.

9. What’s the qualifying exam and when do I need to take it?
Prior to initiating your research project, you need to complete an oral qualifying exam administered by your graduate committee. Each committee member will give you material to review and/or a topic or set of topics to be covered, all related to your proposed research endeavor. The purpose of the exam is two-fold. Firstly, we want to make sure you are prepared to embark on your project. Secondly, we want to give you practice thinking on your feet while responding to questions. After the oral exam, your committee ascerts your preparation and may recommend additional readings and preparation. This also helps prepare you to attend and present at professional meetings and for your public thesis/project/internship defense.

10. What is the thesis, project, or internship defense?

The defense represents the culminating experience for your MS degree, and is an opportunity for you to publicly present and defend your research. This event is open to the public, must be advertised in advance, and is an opportunity for the community to ask you questions about your work. Arguably, most students find this to be quite enjoyable! You’ve spent at least two years of your life working on a project and to be given an opportunity to spend an hour presenting and discussing your work is, frankly, satisfying. The public defense is proceeded by a closed meeting with your graduate committee who provide final suggestions and feedback, make recommendations on any additional work that should be done, and who will eventually ‘sign off’ on your work, giving their stamp of approval for what you have accomplished and written.

11. When should I sign up for classes?

As soon as possible in March or as soon as you get your G number, and for BOTH fall and winter semesters at the same time. Accurate and timely enrollment helps us avoid unnecessary class cancelations.

12. Should I work outside of my graduate school activities?

Our strong recommendation is that you don’t try to juggle too much while working on your degree. Most students who work part-time tend to take longer to finish.
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

Admission to the Master of Science in Biology Program requires the following:

- Satisfactory GRE score
- A 500-word essay detailing educational and professional goals and your area of interest in biology
- Three letters of reference
- An overall undergraduate of at least 3.0 GPA on a 4.0 scale
- Prospective candidates must contact the biology graduate program coordinator to begin the process of identifying a prospective graduate committee chair. Candidates will only be admitted if a faculty member has consented to serve as the committee chair.
- Applicants must interview with faculty either via telecommunication or by visiting campus to determine compatibility and interests.

The Biology Graduate Committee begins reviewing applications in mid-January for admission during the following fall semester. All materials must be submitted by January 15th to be considered for a Graduate Assistantship. We recommend applicants reach out to potential major advisors to determine compatibility and level of interest as soon as possible in the application process. However, identification of a major advisor is not required to have a completed application.

Graduate Assistantships:

The Biology Graduate Program offers several types of Graduate Assistantships:

- Biology Graduate Assistantships are base-funded assistantships and are authorized on an annual basis as part of the University budgeting process. We typically are able to offer four of these per year, typically starting in the Fall and including summer stipend support for two full years. Stipends are competitive, and include a full tuition waiver, up to 9 credits per academic semester. The selection process includes an objective ranking based on a combination of all application materials, as well as phone interviews for the top 10 to 15 candidates, typically near the end of January. These assistantships require teaching a total of six introductory laboratory sections over the course of two years. Specifically, students teach one section in their first semester, two sections in their second and third semesters, and one section in their final semester.
- Annis Water Resources Assistantships are privately funded and include typically four awards per year. Stipends are competitive, and include a full tuition waiver, up to 9 credits per academic semester. The selection process occurs with individual AWRI faculty interviews with prospective candidates. Teaching is not required for these assistantships.
- Special Projects Graduate Assistantships are offered by the GVSU Graduate School. This competitive award must be applied for by your graduate faculty advisor. Most awards
are for one academic year, although a subset can be for two full years of support. Award details are located here (https://www.gvsu.edu/gs/special-projects-graduate-assistantships-69.htm), and note that the application deadline is typically in early December, with support starting the proceeding academic year.

• Externally-funded Graduate Assistantships – Graduate faculty variously can provide support for graduate students on externally-funded research grants. As you communicate with prospective major advisors, please ask them about this type of support. In addition, we support student-initiated grant funding and encourage candidates to talk to prospective mentors about potential funding opportunities.

• Financial Aid – Contact the GVSU Financial Aid Office located in the Student Services Center to determine eligibility for student loans (https://www.gvsu.edu/financialaid/).

Requirements for the MS in Biology:

The Master of Science in biology is a highly individualized, planned program of study. Early advising is essential because the student’s graduate committee chair must approve all course work in advance. Requirements for each student will be individually predetermined at the time the program plan is established. The degree will be earned upon the successful completion of all requirements outlined in the Grand Valley State University Undergraduate and Graduate Catalog (http://catalog.gvsu.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=48&poid=9130). The program of study will include a qualifying exam administered by the student’s graduate committee and a minimum of 33 approved credits with a cumulative GPA of 3.0. We can’t stress the importance of maintaining this GPA. Classes taken at the graduate-level are intentionally rigorous and will challenge you academically and provide an opportunity for significant intellectual growth. Please give these classes your full effort. Falling below this GPA requirement can result in a warning, academic probation, or dismissal from the program.

All program plans will include the following components:

• Nine credits common to all students in the program. These will consist of an experimental design/statistics course, the introductory course (BIO 610 - Scientific Methodology), and the Capstone (BIO 698 - Perspectives in Biology).

• Fifteen to 18* credits in the student’s interest area, all of which must be approved by the student’s graduate committee chair. Specific coursework, which may include a focus in a secondary area, will be developed by the candidate with the guidance and approval of the student’s graduate committee chair.

• Students can elect two optional emphases in aquatic science or natural resources. In additional to the nine credits common to all students in the program, the aquatic science emphasis requires two classes, advanced aquatic ecology (BIO 530) and aquatic ecosystem management (NRM 576), plus 9 to 12* credits in the student’s interest area.

• Six to nine* credits of BIO 695 - Thesis, BIO 693 - Project, or BIO 691 - Internship (for those selecting the optional natural resources emphasis, the corresponding course numbers are NRM 695, NRM 693, or NRM 691). Note that the credits may not be mixed
in this category. This component will be conducted under the supervision of the student’s graduate committee chair and with the approval of the student’s graduate committee. No course-only option is available.

Successful progress toward completion of the degree and continued enrollment requires that the student’s graduate committee chair be determined before admission, and the student’s graduate committee be appointed before the end of the second semester of enrollment. In addition, the student must pass the qualifying exam before registering for thesis, project, or internship credits. The purpose of the qualifying exam is to ensure that students have adequate science knowledge and background to successfully complete their thesis, project, or internship. All students will be limited to a five-year period to complete their degree.

*The variable credits in components two and three are designed to allow for an extended thesis, project, or internship. The graduate program will consist of a minimum of 33 credits.

**Thesis, Project, or Internship:**

We offer three tracks (categories) of Biology MS degrees, all of which require an equivalent amount of time, effort, and investment. Please consult with your major advisor and graduate committee before deciding on a specific plan of study. We strongly encourage you to publish your results and would advise you to consult with your advisor and committee regarding grant opportunities to assist with publication costs.

The **thesis track** would be considered the traditional route toward a graduate degree and consists of independent research including experimental design, hypothesis testing and data analysis, and writing the MS thesis document in a traditional scientific format (IMRAD). The **project track** is designed to accommodate a student in either a work-related project or, for example, a project in consultation with a non-profit organization. The **internship track** is specifically available for a graduate student who actively works as an intern. Both internship and project tracks require a final report equivalent to a thesis. For all three tracks, the expectations are equivalent.

**Optional Emphases:**

**Natural Resources Emphasis (optional):** Corresponding to the existing undergraduate degree program in natural resources management, the Master of Science in biology includes an optional natural resources emphasis. Candidates choosing this optional emphasis have the same admissions criteria and degree requirements as other MS students, but will focus their course work, thesis, project, and internship activities in an area related to the management, conservation, or protection of atmospheric, aquatic, or terrestrial resources. Students in this emphasis will develop interdisciplinary studies involving CLAS faculty as well as other collaborating agencies and groups in the West Michigan area. Students in this emphasis will have opportunities to work with faculty and conduct research at the Annis Water Resources
Institute located in Muskegon, as well as at the Allendale Campus of Grand Valley State University.

**Aquatic Sciences Emphasis (optional):** The Master of Science in biology includes an optional aquatic sciences emphasis. Candidates choosing this optional emphasis have the same admissions criteria as other MS students, but will focus their course work, thesis, project, and internship activities in an area related to research, management, conservation, or protection of aquatic resources. In addition to the existing nine credits of course required of all graduate students, students electing this emphasis are required to take a course in advanced aquatic ecology (BIO 530) and aquatic ecosystem management (NRM 576). Students in this emphasis will develop interdisciplinary studies involving CLAS faculty as well as other collaborating agencies and entities in the west Michigan area. Students in this emphasis will have opportunities to work with faculty and conduct research at the Annis Water Resources Institute located in Muskegon, as well as at the Allendale Campus of Grand Valley State University.

**CLASS REGISTRATION and PROGRAM OF STUDY:**

Keeping on track and finishing your degree in a timely fashion requires attention to details such as scheduling classes in a timely fashion, and regularly meeting with your academic advisor and committee. Outlined below are a series of benchmarks and requirements that if followed, will greatly increase your success at completing your degree in timely fashion. Please follow these suggestions and note that we require a progress report from you at the end your second semester.

Admission to the graduate program includes the assignment of a “G-number”, which provides access to the class registration web portal, known as “Banner”. Banner can be accessed here ([https://www.gvsu.edu/bannersignon.htm](https://www.gvsu.edu/bannersignon.htm)). Banner also is the access point for editing your personal information, accessing Federal forms, payment stubs, etc. It also provides a mechanism for you to track your academic progress through the program by using “myPath”. Please sit down with your advisor if you have trouble accessing this information. NOTE: You need to sign up for classes for **BOTH** the Fall and Winter semesters when registering. **DO THIS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE** to avoid classes being canceled due to low enrollment!

**Semester-by-semester timeline, courses to take, and benchmarks to meet:**

**1st Semester:**

*Classes:* Sign up for BIO 610 (scientific methods) and at least one additional course. BIO 610 is required in your first semester and provides a structured mechanism for you to develop your thesis, project or internship proposal. In addition, most students sign up for a statistics course. We recommend one of the following: BIO 593 (Advanced Univariate Methods), BIO 594 (Advanced Multivariate Methods); STA 518 (Statistical Computing and Graphics with R); STA 622 (Statistical Methods for Biologists). Note that you need to
register for 9 credits to be considered a full-time student. This is important particularly if you have received a full-time Graduate Assistantship.

*Graduate committee:* We recommend scheduling your first graduate committee meeting near the end of this first semester. This meeting should be used to introduce your committee to your thesis, project, or internship plans, and also should be used to schedule your qualifying exam some time in your second semester. You must pass this exam prior to starting your thesis, project or internship research.


*Required forms:* Plan of Study, & Graduate Committee Confirmation. All forms can be found here ([https://www.gvsu.edu/biology/forms-9.htm](https://www.gvsu.edu/biology/forms-9.htm)).

**2nd Semester:**

*Classes:* Take second BIO statistics course (either BIO 593 or BIO 594), and two additional electives (see list of potential courses below).

*Required activities:* Schedule and complete the qualifying exam. This oral exam is administered by your graduate committee and includes suggested readings from each committee member ahead of time, as well as specific areas of questions that you will be asked to address. The purpose of the qualifying exam is to determine your readiness to undertake your research project. This exam MUST be passed prior to starting your research and before you sign up for thesis, project or internship credits.

*Required forms:* Biology MS Progress Report (see Appendix for example), Qualifying Exam Report Form, Thesis Project or Internship Proposal Approval Form.

**3rd Semester:**

*Classes:* Take 9 credits of electives and/or research (thesis, project or internship). There is a maximum of 9 credits of research allowable.

*Graduate committee:* We encourage you to meet with your committee as often as is helpful.

**4th Semester:**

*Classes:* Take BIO 698 (Graduate Capstone). The graduate capstone requires that you produce a manuscript based on your research project and this forms the basis of at least a
portion of your MS degree final written project (either thesis, project or internship report), remaining research credits, and/or electives.

**Required activities:** Apply for graduation at the Registrar’s Office ([https://www.gvsu.edu/registrar/applying-to-graduate-5.htm](https://www.gvsu.edu/registrar/applying-to-graduate-5.htm)) and publicly defend your work. Note: many students defer the public defense until the summer and/or fall.

*Thesis/project/internship public oral defense:* With approval of your major advisor, you should work to establish a date, time, and location to give a public presentation of your research, project or internship. This event must be publicly advertised and the Biology and AWRI offices will help you disseminate this information. Note that the GVSU Graduate School establishes deadlines for completion of your thesis, project, or internship defense and submission of the final written document. These deadlines are posted under “**Student Resources, Thesis and Dissertation Requirements and Deadlines**”. With the advice and input of your major advisor, work back from these deadlines in order to get your final draft thesis, project or internship report to your committee with enough time for adequate review.

**Required forms:** Thesis Defense Announcement; Thesis Title Page; Thesis, Project or Internship Defense Report Form; ScholarWorks.

**Required content for thesis:** Follow these guidelines from the Graduate School when assembling your thesis.

**Required content for projects:** Follow these guidelines from the Graduate School when assembling your project.

**5th Semester (or more):**

*Classes:* Take 1 credit, per semester, of BIO/NRM 696 (Continuation of Master’s Project or Thesis Research). Note that if you have been previously covered by a Graduate Assistantship, there is no tuition waiver for this credit.

**COURSE LISTING:** (33 credits required to graduate)

**Required Classes:**
- BIO 610 – Scientific Methods (3 credits)
- One upper-level statistics course (BIO 593, BIO 594, STA 518, STA 622) (3 credits)
- BIO 698 – Graduate Capstone (3 credits)
- BIO/NRM 691 – Graduate Internship (6 to 9 credits)
- BIO/NRM 693 – Graduate Project (6 to 9 credits)
- BIO/NRM 695 – Graduate Thesis (6 to 9 credits)

**Additional Required Classes for Aquatic Science Emphasis:**
NRM/BIO 576 – Aquatic Ecosystem Management (3 credits)
BIO 580 (proposed as BIO 530) – Advanced Aquatic Ecology (3 credits)

**Elective classes:** Prior to signing up for elective classes for both the Fall and Winter semesters, please talk to your major advisor. Also, remember when searching for elective classes, that you can take up to maximum of 9 credits of dual-listed courses. “Dual-listed” means that the course is offered at both undergraduate and graduate levels. Finally, remember to search for courses with the following prefixes: BIO (biology), NRM (natural resource management), and WAT (water), as well as other graduate-level courses in areas potentially relevant to your research.

BIO 570 - Landscape Ecology Theory and Application (3 credits)
BIO 575 - Population Genetics (3 credits)
BIO/NRM 580/680 - Special Topics in Biology & Natural Resource Management (1 to 4 credits)
BIO 585 - Molecular Ecology (3 credits)
BIO/NRM 586 - Restoration Ecology (3 Credits)
BIO 651 - Emerging Issues in Water Resources (2 credits)
BIO 680 - Special Topics in Biology (1 to 3 credits)
BIO/NRM 696 - Continuation of Master's Project or Thesis Research (1 credits)
BIO/NRM 699 - Independent Study (1 to 3 credits)
NRM 552 - Fisheries Management (3 credits)
NRM/BIO/WAT 576 – Aquatic Ecosystem Management (3 credits)

Additional dual-listed courses include the following course titles: embryology, mammalogy, forest ecosystem management, plant structure function, stream ecology, freshwater algae, natural resource policy, issues in western U.S., terrestrial ecosystem ecology, plant-animal interactions, wildlife management, aquatic insects, limnology, herpetology, and conservation biology.

**GRADUATE AWARDS and OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH**

**Awards:** There are many awards for which graduate students can be nominated. These are listed here ([https://www.gvsu.edu/gs/graduate-deans-citations-for-academic-excellence-32.htm](https://www.gvsu.edu/gs/graduate-deans-citations-for-academic-excellence-32.htm)).

**Professional Growth:** There is significant support available for your professional development. For example, apply for research support and travel support via the Presidential Grant, the details of which are listed here ([https://www.gvsu.edu/gs/presidential-research-grants-33.htm](https://www.gvsu.edu/gs/presidential-research-grants-33.htm)). Take advantage of opportunities to present at the Student Scholars Day ([https://www.gvsu.edu/ours/ssd/](https://www.gvsu.edu/ours/ssd/)), travel to regional, national, or international conferences with funding via the Academic Conference Fund ([https://www.gvsu.edu/gs/academic-conference-fund-29.htm](https://www.gvsu.edu/gs/academic-conference-fund-29.htm)), with potential additional financial support from the Biology MS program and Annis Water Resources Institute.
DEPARTMENTAL POLICIES and UNIVERSITY POLICIES

Laboratory safety: Access to any laboratory facilities requires review of the laboratory safety resources published here (https://www.gvsu.edu/labsafety/safety-policy-procedures-86.htm), as well as attendance at a short lab-safety training class (https://www.gvsu.edu/labsafety/).

Field safety: The Biology Graduate Program takes your safety seriously, and many of our students are involved in field-based research that can include significant travel, research in hazardous conditions and environments, and work with potentially dangerous plants and animals. YOU ARE REQUIRED TO FOLLOWING THE STEPS BELOW:

1. Every graduate student/research group is required to review the field safety guidelines posted on the GVSU Risk Reduction For Experiential Learning web page and have on file with the Biology Department a Field Experience Safety Plan Form. This form must be submitted in order to receive a key card for building access.
2. You cannot conduct field work alone. Period.
3. Your major advisor and/or committee members must be kept appraised of your field-based activities and plans.

Responsible research: Some research projects also require approval of the Human Research and Review Committee (HRRC) (www.gvsu.edu/hrrc) and the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) (www.gvsu.edu/csce). Also note that some projects require State or Federal approval. Please work with your major advisor to determine the necessity of such approvals.

Academic integrity: The Biology MS Graduate Program follows all University guidelines related to academic integrity. Please familiarize yourself with these guidelines which are listed here (https://www.gvsu.edu/conduct/academic-integrity-14.htm).

DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATION

Faculty Areas of Interest: Faculty areas of interest in Biology, Natural Resources Management and at the Annis Water Resources Institute are located here (https://www.gvsu.edu/biology/module-directory-index.htm?siteModuleId=0B58E664-EF75-8BFD-E603E40519057DDC) and here (https://www.gvsu.edu/wri/faculty-websites-108.htm), respectively.

Faculty Eligible to Serve on Committees: To serve on a Graduate Committee, faculty must have “Graduate Faculty Status”. Click on the drop-down menu in the Biology MS web page for a list of faculty with graduate faculty status.

Office and Desk Space: Graduate students have access to desk space and computer resources in Kindschi Hall and at AWRI.
UNIVERSITY RESOURCES

Directory of Frequently Contacted Offices:

- Biology (3300a Kindschi Hall of Science) 331-2470
- Career Center (200 Student Services Building) 331-3311
- Graduate School (318C DeVos Center) 331-7105
- Health Center (10383 42nd Ave., Allendale) 252-6030
- Registrar’s Office (150 Student Services) 331-3327
- Writing Center (068 James H. Zumberge Hall) 331-2398

Resources and Services for Graduate Students:

- LGBT Resource Center (https://www.gvsu.edu/lgbtrc/) – The Biology Graduate Program is open and inclusive and our faculty and staff are here to support you. Please note that the LGBT Resource Center advocates for institutional equity, promotes community-building, and provides educational opportunities to create an informed, cohesive, and just campus where community members of diverse sexual orientations, gender identities, and gender presentations are supported and welcome.
- Counseling Services (https://www.gvsu.edu/counsel/) – The GVSU University Counseling Center has many services that are available for no charge.
- Disabilities Services (https://www.gvsu.edu/dsr/) - Grand Valley State University (GVSU) is committed to providing access to programs and facilities for all students, faculty and staff. GVSU promotes the inclusion of individuals with disabilities as part of our commitment to creating a diverse, intercultural community. It is the policy of GVSU to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act as amended by the ADA Amendment Act (2008), Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and other applicable federal and state laws that prohibit discrimination on the basis of disability. GVSU will provide reasonable accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities upon request.
- Parking Services (https://www.gvsu.edu/parking/) – If you have a Graduate Assistantship, your parking is covered for the duration of your assistantship. If you don’t have this support, please follow the web-link above to register and pay for your parking ticket, as needed. Note that there is a really convenient public bus service (RAPID; https://www.gvsu.edu/bus/bus-routes-and-schedules-52.htm) that connects Grand Rapids and surrounding areas with the Allendale campus.
- On Campus Housing (https://www.gvsu.edu/gs/graduate-student-housing-73.htm) – There are a variety of places to find housing both on and off-campus. Follow the link above for on-campus housing options.
- Career Services (https://www.gvsu.edu/careers/) – The GVSU Career Center offers excellent services specifically for graduate students including the development of interviewing skills, CV’s, resumes, etc.
- Registrar & Academic Calendar (https://www.gvsu.edu/Registrar/) – The student services desk in the main floor of the Student Services building is an excellent way to ask questions about class schedules, tuition payments, degree audits, etc. Please look online or stop by and familiarize yourself with these resources.
• GVSU Student Ombuds (https://www.gvsu.edu/ombuds/student-ombuds-2.htm) – An Ombuds is a specific position within the university that serves to advocate on behalf of students, should they encounter a problem within their program or have a grievance that they believe is unfairly hindering their progress in their program of study. This allows you to engage in a grievance process that is confidential and outside of the program of study.

**Health Insurance:** Grand Valley State University does NOT require you to have health insurance, but it is strongly encouraged. We think it is important that students have comprehensive health coverage so you can stay healthy and achieve your educational goals. Please be aware that the University's liability insurance program does not cover injury or sickness sustained by a student; even if these activities result from class or group participation activities such as intramural sports, theater, etc. We encourage you to review your medical insurance coverage to assure that it is adequate.

The GVSU Campus Health Center bills all major health insurance plans and will bill services provided to your insurance. If you have any questions about the insurance plans we accept, please contact us at (616) 252-6030. Students can receive care regardless of their insurance status. If a patient does not have insurance, they can receive a 40% discount on their services.

There are options for both domestic and international students to sign up for health care programs. These options are described here (https://www.gvsu.edu/campushealth/health-insurance-billing-15.htm).

**Graduate Program Leave Policy:** The Graduate School establishes policies regarding a leave of absence, which is described in the Graduate Education Policies and Procedures Manual.
APPENDIX

FORMS:

All forms can be found here (https://www.gvsu.edu/biology/forms-9.htm). Hard-copies are available in the Biology Office (KHS 3300a) and at the Annis Water Resources Institute.
Biology M.S. Progress Report

This form should be completed at the end of the 2nd semester of study and submitted electronically to the Biology Graduate Program Director (Dr. Eric Snyder) and in hard-copy to the Biology Office (Barb Ellis).

Yes  No
1. First Committee Meeting:  ☐  ☐ If you checked, ‘no’ please explain below in detail.

   Yes  No
2. Qualifying Exam:  ☐  ☐ If ‘no’, please explain.

3. Briefly describe your progress toward your thesis, project or internship.

   Student signature:  _________________________________ Date:_____________

   Committee Chair signature: _______________________________ Date: ___________